Mobility Elevates Hospitality’s
Star Rating with Travelers
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Hospitality is a customer-focused industry, with a hotel brand’s reputation and ultimate
success depending on the quality of the guest experience. It’s no surprise that hospitality’s
digital transformation efforts are focused on technologies that improve the guest
experience, from check-in to check-out and everything in between.
Of all the technologies that have advanced digital transformation in the hospitality
industry, mobility is perhaps the most impactful, connecting users and providers and
enabling both to interact at levels outpaced only by face-to-face communication. A
positive mobile experience can go a long way in creating a positive guest experience,
which can lead to higher guest loyalty.1
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Digital transformation technologies are helping hotels meet the expectations of these
technologically savvy guests, providing a sense of autonomy that guests crave while
promoting the human touch through personalized services, which can help improve
customer satisfaction.
The impact of social sites on a hotel’s reputation is also a key driver in digital
transformation decision-making. Influencer endorsements and reviews from hotel guests
are a standard source of information for guests looking to book stays in hotels. Providing
a 4- to 5-star stay for guests is expected, even for hotels that cater to business-class and
vacationing families. Having to wait to check-in, not having information at hand, and not
having access to the benefits mobility provides, can damage a hotel brand’s reputation.
Even with the rise of private rental properties, which often lack the amenities, consistency,
and service quality of traditional hotels, and the uncertainty of 2020 due to the
coronavirus pandemic, hotel sales have steadily increased in the past decade—over
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40% with 1.3 billion guests staying in hotels in 2019.2 A large portion of those stays are
for business with more than 460 million overnight stays for business purposes such as
meetings and events.3
With mobile devices in hand, customer-facing staff, as well as those behind the scenes, can
more effectively drive guest engagement with your brand, minimizing points of friction, and
maximizing speed and efficiency. Having a mobility-enabled staff brings together the best
elements of people, technology, and service.
In this white paper, we identify how mobile devices affect the guest stay, both in-person
and behind the scenes, and empower an exceptional experience with each visit. We’ll also
explore how Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) makes mobile digital transformation
possible and how having a mobility-first partner can help hotel owners get a good
night sleep.
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Checking in on the guest experience
For business, pleasure, or both, guests expect a certain level of service during their hotel stays that parallels
other services industries. The guest experience starts when they make their reservation, however, the hotel
staff’s ability to influence that experience begins when the guest walks through the door and continues
throughout their stay. Let’s take a look at the touch points and interactions that guests see each day.
Kiosk check-in
Guests can choose to check-in on their own using the kiosk in the lobby. For some guests
this may be the preferred method not only because it can be quicker for those who are
technologically savvy, but it also limits contact and interaction with others in the pandemic
and post-pandemic age.
Staff engagement
Mobility empowers your staff to build relationships with guests beyond the essential meet
and greet upon arrival or wave goodbye when guests depart. Instead the front desk agents
can share information about the area while assisting the guest on their way to their room.
This also helps the hotel staff gather critical information for the guest’s profile.
Information and amenities
Using TV displays, you can share information about your hotel’s amenities, local attraction
information, and weather and traffic updates. Guests can use tablets (both mounted and
hand-held) that are provided in-room to book reservations for spa treatments, order room
service, and get discount tickets to theme parks.
Notifications
Letting a guest know in advance when a part of the hotel is temporarily shut down for
maintenance or cleaning impacts their experience greatly. Being pumped up for to the gym,
just to find out it’s closed for the morning can incite some guests to look poorly on your
establishment. However, sending them a notification on the in-room tablet that the gym is
closed until 10am and providing alternative workout scenarios can have a favorable effect.
Food services
Enabling guests to order room service from an in-room mobile device creates a truly
seamless experience. Using your hotel app, guests can click on the items they want and
the requests are immediately sent to the kitchen. They can even keep tabs on when their
food will arrive as kitchen and serving staff behind the scenes process their orders. Guests
can also order a coffee or latte for pickup at the lobby coffee kiosk as they head out in the
morning. If your guest decides on a muffin to go with that coffee as he’s heading to the
lobby, he can quickly add that to his room tab, using the POS device at the stand.
Hassle-free check-out
Notify guests of the variety of check-out procedures the hotel offers from checking out at
the front desk, telling a representative in the lobby who can note it on their tablet, or even
check-out right before leaving the room using the in-room mobile device.
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From check-in to check-out, mobile devices enable guests to experience their visit on their terms—the
melding of human interaction and technology, giving guests the best of both worlds for a 5-star experience.
Now let’s take a look at what they don’t see behind the scenes.

Check-out behind the scenes
Everything that goes into providing an excellent stay is like an iceberg. The interactions and engagement
the guest knows about is only a fraction of what it takes to ensure satisfaction. From housekeeping to
maintenance, kitchen staff to employee management, mobile devices ensure the entire hotel staff is working
efficiently toward a common goal—ensuring guests enjoy their stay.
Housekeeping
When the guest arrives and wants to check-in, if the room isn’t ready
or they have to wait while the desk clerk scrambles to ascertain if
there is a room available, this can set a negative tone for the stay.

Managers can use apps to

Many guests may be jet lagged or have driven a long way. Instead of
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staff, using mobile devices and operation apps, can instantly be
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notified when a guest leaves, clean the room, and quickly let the
system know when the room is ready for new occupants.
Maintenance
The maintenance department also benefits from having mobile
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devices on their belts. They can be quickly notified when there is a
problem, no matter where they are on the hotel property. Not only
can the repair person fix the problem quicker, it encourages them
to do so since their supervisor can see where they are and what
they are doing. This increases productivity, as well as holds the staff
member accountable to provide the best service, even if it’s behind
the scenes.
Service staff
By the pool, a server armed with a mobile device, can take food and drink orders that are
sent automatically to the bartender or kitchen staff to be fulfilled. This allows the serving
staff to focus on providing immediate assistance and an ideal customer experience.
In the kitchen
Kitchen staff also benefits from tablets for recipes, order taking, and guest service. When
the order comes in from anywhere in the hotel, the kitchen can immediately get to work
fulfilling that order. The tablets have the most up-to-date recipe so there is not guessing in
the cooking or plating of the meal. It also enables serving staff to deliver the meal to the
guest, and clock-in how long it takes from the kitchen to the guest and back to the kitchen.
This can help the kitchen management—using analytics to predict trends—to better manage
how many people they need at any given hour and when the next order can be fulfilled.
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Analytics
Mobile apps also help housekeeping and maintenance keep track of guest requests so
they can be addressed quickly. Managers can use apps to review bookings on the fly and
access detailed reports, including the average length of stay, guest satisfaction ratings,
and comments to pinpoint areas of improvement.
Accountability
Time theft can be a problem in some hotels when employees may not be invested
with being as efficient or productive as they could be. Mobile devices, used to do their
jobs, can be monitored by supervisors to streamline workflows, provide insights into
employees who may need assistance in increasing their efficiency, and cast a light on
hidden or deliberate theft of company time.
Mobile devices help hotels prioritize their resources in a number of ways to provide their customers with
an amazing experience every time. But sometimes the experience for the IT administrators, staff, clerks,
and office employees, isn’t so amazing when all of these devices aren’t managed properly.

Exceptional IT Experience
Depending on the size of the hotel’s facilities and/or the number of hotels in the chain, managing
what could be thousands of devices can seem like a daunting task with a limited IT team. Plus, device
management isn’t what inspires IT admins who would rather be innovating and developing new apps and
finding ways to drive your business forward.
With robust enterprise mobility management (EMM) and managed mobility services (MMS), your team
can focus on more profitable uses for their time instead of getting frustrated trying to deploy, manage,
push updates, maintain, and evaluate carriers for your fleet of devices. Here are just some of the ways
EMM can ensure you provide an exceptional IT experience for everyone.
Device management
Manually configuring devices for apps, content, branding, and security is a challenging undertaking.
EMM makes it easy. Security protocols for locking down devices or finding lost devices can be done
from a central location using one platform. Whether your team is managing a couple properties or
thousands of rooms, maintaining devices is simple.
Network-use policies
An EMM solution can assist in enforcing and solidifying your use policy—defining Wi-Fi settings,
setting compliance guidelines, and optimizing the function of the network overall—by consolidating
its regulation in a single platform.
App management
It’s imperative that hotels have their own apps, both for customers to engage with the hotel and
for staff to get their work done. With multiple apps, and a plethora of updates, EMM simplifies app
management so your customers get a streamlined experience when using your apps, on your devices
or theirs, and your hotel staff is always connected.
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Content management
Quickly manage displays throughout the property using EMM to keep staff and guests up to date. This
helps to break the silos of information throughout the campus and empowers each employee, no matter
their duties, to provide exceptional service.
Operations management
EMM simplifies and elevates hotel operations, allowing managers to maintain control over the execution
of services, and operations—keeping an eye on service requests, managing hotel inventory, and ensuring
all guest queries are addressed properly.
Staff productivity
With the help of EMM you can manage your hotel staff by reviewing
workflows, performance analytics, and device usage. EMM also helps
you ensure that hotel-owned devices aren’t misused by employees
by blocking access to social media sites, and other non-businessrelated apps.
Device security
With or without sensitive data on them, chances of mobile devices
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being stolen or lost are undeniable. EMM helps you keep track of
device location and triggers an alert if the device is taken outside
the hotel premises. The data management capabilities can also
reduce the risk of costly incidents relating to exposure and breach
by protecting data, preventing leaks, and remotely wiping data
completely from unauthorized user devices.
EMM software streamlines mobility management, but to get the most
out of your mobility investment, that’s only the beginning.

Ready to Serve You
With thousands of guests counting on you for a wonderful stay, you need a partner who you can count on.
Vox Mobile is here to serve you. As a single-source mobility solutions provider, we have the proven expertise
to handle your day-to-day mobility management as well as large-scale rollouts to enable you to fully leverage
your mobility investment. By combining device management with our industry-leading managed mobility
services, Vox Mobile provides you with end-to-end services that take hospitality mobility to the next level.
Augment your IT – Whether your mobile applications reside in an in-house or hosted server
environment, take advantage of Vox Mobile’s system administration services to reduce the demand on
your IT resources, expand your support capabilities, and lower mobility costs.
Mobile app management and permission setting – Vox Mobile’s complete mobility management
solutions help you deploy and manage mobile apps that enhance the guest experience both at their
fingertips and behind the scenes.
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Asset management – Let us handle all the moving parts in your mobility—changing technologies,
security, policies, compliance, carrier contracts, device inventory, device replacement, and much more,
so you can gain better control of your organization’s mobile fleet.
Expense management – In a world of multiple carriers, and rapidly changing devices and platforms,
Vox Mobile has the systems and expertise to proactively manage your mobility spend. Our Spend
Management services go beyond the typical Telecom Expense Management (TEM) software solution.
Licensing discounts –With a deep history of expertise and longtime partnerships with leading EMM/
MDM solutions, we can offer the most substantial license discounts available. And if you already have
a licensing agreement in place, our managed mobility services address all aspects of managing your
technology, driving enterprise adoption, and reducing shelf-ware.
Real-time support – Vox Mobile provides an exceptional level of personalized, mobile-enabled service
with 24/7 systems monitoring and our state-of-the-art logistics and help desk facilities.
Flexible Options – You can outsource any or all of your mobility to our experienced team so you can
focus your internal resources on the strategic initiatives core to your business.
Lifecycle Management – We ensure you have the most reliable devices in-hand and that there are no
surprises to keep you from providing the best customer experience.
Isn’t it time you took some time off from managing your mobility? Let Vox Mobile provide you with the
service you deserve for the most pleasant mobility experience.

Learn More About Vox Mobile
Hospitality Use Case:
Insight at the Point of Action Leads to Application Success and Superior User Experience
Deploying, Managing, and Supporting Mobility Devices for High-Roller and Shift-Based Staff Programs
EMM System Administration
EMM Licensing Acquisition

Contact Vox Mobile to discover how we can make
mobility management a vacation for you.
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